
QUICK CONNECT
BACK FITTINGS
Universal mounting of the Quick Connect electrical connector series is achieved with a variety of 
fittings to match the technical and commercial demands of the most harsh environment applications.

A step ahead in technology
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Sealing Washer
Neoprene* Centellen**

Panel mount lock nut and washer QC205P QC205C

Wire Seal Sealing Ring
Silicone Nitrile* Silicone**

Compression screw gland QC210N QC210S

Compression screw gland with strain relief QC215N QC215S

Wire seal - 2 way QC220-02
Wire seal - 5 way QC220-05
Wire seal - 7 way QC220-07
Wire seal - 12 way QC220-12
Wire seal with strain relief adapter - 2 way QC225-02
Wire seal with strain relief adapter - 5 way QC225-05
Wire seal with strain relief adapter - 7 way QC225-07
Wire seal with strain relief adapter - 12 way QC225-12
Wire seal with compression screw gland - 2 way QC230N-02 QC230S-02
Wire seal with compression screw gland - 5 way QC230N-05 QC230S-05
Wire seal with compression screw gland - 7 way QC230N-07 QC230S-07
Wire seal with compression screw gland - 12 way  QC230N-12 QC230S-12
Wire seal with sealed strain relief adapter - 2 way QC235N-02 QC235S-02
Wire seal with sealed strain relief adapter - 5 way QC235N-05 QC235S-05
Wire seal with sealed strain relief adapter - 7 way QC235N-07 QC235S-07
Wire seal with sealed strain relief adapter - 12 way QC235N-12 QC235S-12
Dome nut gland QC240N QC240S

 * Temperatures up to 80 Deg C
Heat Shrink  ** Temperatures up to 170 Deg C

For chemical resistance 
consult Deutsch

Conduit adaptor

Overmoulding

Double sealing - Seals 
on wire insulation and 

outer cable sheath

Tamperproof solutions Details on application

Typically used with 
wire seals Details on application

Suitable for M16 
conduit adaptor Details on application

Traditional sealing 
arrangement with 

additional strain relief

Wire seal with 
additional strain relief

Traditional sealing 
arrangement

Economic wire sealing 
without the need for 
sealing gland.  Seals 

on wire insulation

Economic cable gland 
arrangment

Double sealing with 
additional strain relief

Traditional sealing 
arrangement
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